
CUSTOMISATION
Fire safety is custom work. Practical knowledge 
is needed in order to provide fire safety at a 
professional level. SGS has years of experience  
in achieving and maintaining fire safety in care  
and nursing homes, offices, shopping centres  
and prisons. We inspect and advise in every  
stage of your building’s life, without disturbing  
your primary processes. 

CONTACT
Do you have questions about fire safety in your 
building? Please contact our experts via:

t +31 (0)88 – 214 66 00
e nl.search.realestate@sgs.com
www.sgssearch.nl



A FIRE SAFE BUILDING 
A fire safe building means – in addition to 
compliance with regulations – creating a safe  
place for living and working. You may encounter  
fire safety issues at any stage of a building’s life.  
Is the building fire safe, was it developed to be  
so? And how will the building continue to comply 
with all fire safety requirements in the future? 

VERSATILE SERVICE PROVISION
SGS inspects and advises customers in the  
broadest sense in the area of fire safety.  
For example, we can provide: 

FIRE SAFETY SURVEY
Need to know the current situation of the building 
in terms of fire safety? With a quick scan the main 
points quickly become clear. A comprehensive 
inspection will result in a dossier in which all  
matters are described in detail. In both cases you 
will know where the weak spots are, and what is 
required to make the building fire safe (again). 

FIRE SAFETY PROJECT SUPPORT 
Many of our customers opt to appoint a professional 
contact person for fire safety during their construction 
or renovation projects. He or she provides a 
suitable (and cost saving) answer to all questions 
and challenges during the construction process. 
Unpleasant surprises are a thing of the past.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• We assess your drawings in the field of fire  

safety and provide advice from the construction 
and installation perspectives.

• Permits: we support you in requesting the  
required building permits and user permits. We 
also maintain contact with the relevant authorities  
such as the fire service and local authorities.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• We check your drawings in the field of fire safety 

and provide advice from the construction and 
installation perspectives.

• Tender process: you want the best contractor for 
the work required. We look after the tendering 
process, assess the bids and give you advice on 
awarding the contract.

• Surveillance inspections: during construction, a 
supervisor will regularly ensure that the build is 
progressing as agreed. If a problem is noted, we 
will also provide an efficient solution.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers in e.g. external divisions.

• Final inspection: at the handover of the building, 
an inspector checks whether the contractor has 
carried out all fire safety works correctly.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU? 
• Fire safety inspection: the report indicates the 

fire safety situation of the building. In the case of  
a quick scan: short, brief and clear. In the case of  
a comprehensive inspection you receive a 
complete fire safety report, including drawings, 
photos, repair works and costs.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• Fire safety inspection: via an extensive inspection 

we delve deep into the building. We identify the 
shortcomings and suggest practical solutions to 
return it to compliance with the regulations. You 
receive a complete fire safety report, including 
drawings, photos, repair works and costs.

• Tender process: you want the best contractor for 
the work required. We look after the tendering 
process, assess the bids and give you advice 
on awarding the contract, so that the areas for 
improvement can be tackled quickly.
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DEVELOPMENT PHASE
A structural drawing of a brand new building… This must of course comply fully with the fire safety 
requirements with regard to the current building regulations. How do you ensure development with the 
highest degree of fire safety?

CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION PHASE
During construction or renovation, how do you ensure that the building complies with fire safety 
requirements in reality and not just on paper?

USAGE PHASE
A building must comply with the fire safety requirements of the building and user permit. Has the use of 
the building changed? Or have fire safety contraventions been noted by the fire service or local authorities 
during an inspection? Specific measures are required to bring the building back into compliance with  
the requirements. 

SALES PHASE 
Do you want to buy or sell a building? In both cases, you want to know what the technical state of 
the building is, and therefore also how fire safe it is. And what the possible costs will be for making 
adaptations. This provides you a stronger position in negotiations.



CUSTOMISATION
Fire safety is custom work. Practical knowledge 
is needed in order to provide fire safety at a 
professional level. SGS has years of experience  
in achieving and maintaining fire safety in care  
and nursing homes, offices, shopping centres  
and prisons. We inspect and advise in every  
stage of your building’s life, without disturbing  
your primary processes. 

CONTACT
Do you have questions about fire safety in your 
building? Please contact our experts via:

t +31 (0)88 – 214 66 00
e nl.search.realestate@sgs.com
www.sgssearch.nl
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Need to know the current situation of the building 
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inspection will result in a dossier in which all  
matters are described in detail. In both cases you 
will know where the weak spots are, and what is 
required to make the building fire safe (again). 

FIRE SAFETY PROJECT SUPPORT 
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contact person for fire safety during their construction 
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suitable (and cost saving) answer to all questions 
and challenges during the construction process. 
Unpleasant surprises are a thing of the past.
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safety and provide advice from the construction 
and installation perspectives.
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and provide advice from the construction and 
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• Tender process: you want the best contractor for 
the work required. We look after the tendering 
process, assess the bids and give you advice on 
awarding the contract.

• Surveillance inspections: during construction, a 
supervisor will regularly ensure that the build is 
progressing as agreed. If a problem is noted, we 
will also provide an efficient solution.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers in e.g. external divisions.

• Final inspection: at the handover of the building, 
an inspector checks whether the contractor has 
carried out all fire safety works correctly.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU? 
• Fire safety inspection: the report indicates the 

fire safety situation of the building. In the case of  
a quick scan: short, brief and clear. In the case of  
a comprehensive inspection you receive a 
complete fire safety report, including drawings, 
photos, repair works and costs.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• Fire safety inspection: via an extensive inspection 

we delve deep into the building. We identify the 
shortcomings and suggest practical solutions to 
return it to compliance with the regulations. You 
receive a complete fire safety report, including 
drawings, photos, repair works and costs.

• Tender process: you want the best contractor for 
the work required. We look after the tendering 
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DEVELOPMENT PHASE
A structural drawing of a brand new building… This must of course comply fully with the fire safety 
requirements with regard to the current building regulations. How do you ensure development with the 
highest degree of fire safety?

CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION PHASE
During construction or renovation, how do you ensure that the building complies with fire safety 
requirements in reality and not just on paper?

USAGE PHASE
A building must comply with the fire safety requirements of the building and user permit. Has the use of 
the building changed? Or have fire safety contraventions been noted by the fire service or local authorities 
during an inspection? Specific measures are required to bring the building back into compliance with  
the requirements. 

SALES PHASE 
Do you want to buy or sell a building? In both cases, you want to know what the technical state of 
the building is, and therefore also how fire safe it is. And what the possible costs will be for making 
adaptations. This provides you a stronger position in negotiations.
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will know where the weak spots are, and what is 
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the work required. We look after the tendering 
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• Surveillance inspections: during construction, a 
supervisor will regularly ensure that the build is 
progressing as agreed. If a problem is noted, we 
will also provide an efficient solution.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers in e.g. external divisions.

• Final inspection: at the handover of the building, 
an inspector checks whether the contractor has 
carried out all fire safety works correctly.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU? 
• Fire safety inspection: the report indicates the 

fire safety situation of the building. In the case of  
a quick scan: short, brief and clear. In the case of  
a comprehensive inspection you receive a 
complete fire safety report, including drawings, 
photos, repair works and costs.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• Fire safety inspection: via an extensive inspection 

we delve deep into the building. We identify the 
shortcomings and suggest practical solutions to 
return it to compliance with the regulations. You 
receive a complete fire safety report, including 
drawings, photos, repair works and costs.

• Tender process: you want the best contractor for 
the work required. We look after the tendering 
process, assess the bids and give you advice 
on awarding the contract, so that the areas for 
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DEVELOPMENT PHASE
A structural drawing of a brand new building… This must of course comply fully with the fire safety 
requirements with regard to the current building regulations. How do you ensure development with the 
highest degree of fire safety?

CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION PHASE
During construction or renovation, how do you ensure that the building complies with fire safety 
requirements in reality and not just on paper?

USAGE PHASE
A building must comply with the fire safety requirements of the building and user permit. Has the use of 
the building changed? Or have fire safety contraventions been noted by the fire service or local authorities 
during an inspection? Specific measures are required to bring the building back into compliance with  
the requirements. 

SALES PHASE 
Do you want to buy or sell a building? In both cases, you want to know what the technical state of 
the building is, and therefore also how fire safe it is. And what the possible costs will be for making 
adaptations. This provides you a stronger position in negotiations.
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progressing as agreed. If a problem is noted, we 
will also provide an efficient solution.
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carried out all fire safety works correctly.
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• Fire safety inspection: the report indicates the 

fire safety situation of the building. In the case of  
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complete fire safety report, including drawings, 
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DEVELOPMENT PHASE
A structural drawing of a brand new building… This must of course comply fully with the fire safety 
requirements with regard to the current building regulations. How do you ensure development with the 
highest degree of fire safety?

CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION PHASE
During construction or renovation, how do you ensure that the building complies with fire safety 
requirements in reality and not just on paper?

USAGE PHASE
A building must comply with the fire safety requirements of the building and user permit. Has the use of 
the building changed? Or have fire safety contraventions been noted by the fire service or local authorities 
during an inspection? Specific measures are required to bring the building back into compliance with  
the requirements. 

SALES PHASE 
Do you want to buy or sell a building? In both cases, you want to know what the technical state of 
the building is, and therefore also how fire safe it is. And what the possible costs will be for making 
adaptations. This provides you a stronger position in negotiations.
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points quickly become clear. A comprehensive 
inspection will result in a dossier in which all  
matters are described in detail. In both cases you 
will know where the weak spots are, and what is 
required to make the building fire safe (again). 
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or renovation projects. He or she provides a 
suitable (and cost saving) answer to all questions 
and challenges during the construction process. 
Unpleasant surprises are a thing of the past.
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and installation perspectives.

• Permits: we support you in requesting the  
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• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
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WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
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and provide advice from the construction and 
installation perspectives.

• Tender process: you want the best contractor for 
the work required. We look after the tendering 
process, assess the bids and give you advice on 
awarding the contract.

• Surveillance inspections: during construction, a 
supervisor will regularly ensure that the build is 
progressing as agreed. If a problem is noted, we 
will also provide an efficient solution.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers in e.g. external divisions.

• Final inspection: at the handover of the building, 
an inspector checks whether the contractor has 
carried out all fire safety works correctly.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU? 
• Fire safety inspection: the report indicates the 

fire safety situation of the building. In the case of  
a quick scan: short, brief and clear. In the case of  
a comprehensive inspection you receive a 
complete fire safety report, including drawings, 
photos, repair works and costs.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• Fire safety inspection: via an extensive inspection 

we delve deep into the building. We identify the 
shortcomings and suggest practical solutions to 
return it to compliance with the regulations. You 
receive a complete fire safety report, including 
drawings, photos, repair works and costs.

• Tender process: you want the best contractor for 
the work required. We look after the tendering 
process, assess the bids and give you advice 
on awarding the contract, so that the areas for 
improvement can be tackled quickly.
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DEVELOPMENT PHASE
A structural drawing of a brand new building… This must of course comply fully with the fire safety 
requirements with regard to the current building regulations. How do you ensure development with the 
highest degree of fire safety?

CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION PHASE
During construction or renovation, how do you ensure that the building complies with fire safety 
requirements in reality and not just on paper?

USAGE PHASE
A building must comply with the fire safety requirements of the building and user permit. Has the use of 
the building changed? Or have fire safety contraventions been noted by the fire service or local authorities 
during an inspection? Specific measures are required to bring the building back into compliance with  
the requirements. 

SALES PHASE 
Do you want to buy or sell a building? In both cases, you want to know what the technical state of 
the building is, and therefore also how fire safe it is. And what the possible costs will be for making 
adaptations. This provides you a stronger position in negotiations.



CUSTOMISATION
Fire safety is custom work. Practical knowledge 
is needed in order to provide fire safety at a 
professional level. SGS has years of experience  
in achieving and maintaining fire safety in care  
and nursing homes, offices, shopping centres  
and prisons. We inspect and advise in every  
stage of your building’s life, without disturbing  
your primary processes. 

CONTACT
Do you have questions about fire safety in your 
building? Please contact our experts via:

t +31 (0)88 – 214 66 00
e nl.search.realestate@sgs.com
www.sgssearch.nl



A FIRE SAFE BUILDING 
A fire safe building means – in addition to 
compliance with regulations – creating a safe  
place for living and working. You may encounter  
fire safety issues at any stage of a building’s life.  
Is the building fire safe, was it developed to be  
so? And how will the building continue to comply
with all fire safety requirements in the future? 

VERSATILE SERVICE PROVISION
SGS inspects and advises customers in the  
broadest sense in the area of fire safety.  
For example, we can provide: 

FIRE SAFETY SURVEY
Need to know the current situation of the building 
in terms of fire safety? With a quick scan the main 
points quickly become clear. A comprehensive 
inspection will result in a dossier in which all  
matters are described in detail. In both cases you 
will know where the weak spots are, and what is 
required to make the building fire safe (again). 

FIRE SAFETY PROJECT SUPPORT 
Many of our customers opt to appoint a professional
contact person for fire safety during their construction
or renovation projects. He or she provides a
suitable (and cost saving) answer to all questions
and challenges during the construction process.
Unpleasant surprises are a thing of the past.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• We assess your drawings in the field of fire  

safety and provide advice from the construction 
and installation perspectives.

• Permits: we support you in requesting the  
required building permits and user permits. We 
also maintain contact with the relevant authorities
such as the fire service and local authorities.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of 
flash-over between fire compartments and provide 
advice on fire barriers.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• We check your drawings in the field of fire safety 

and provide advice from the construction and 
installation perspectives.

• Tender process: you want the best contractor for
the work required. We look after the tendering 
process, assess the bids and give you advice on 
awarding the contract.

• Surveillance inspections: during construction, a 
supervisor will regularly ensure that the build is 
progressing as agreed. If a problem is noted, we 
will also provide an efficient solution.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of
flash-over between fire compartments and provide
advice on fire barriers in e.g. external divisions.

• Final inspection: at the handover of the building, 
an inspector checks whether the contractor has 
carried out all fire safety works correctly.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU? 
• Fire safety inspection: the report indicates the

fire safety situation of the building. In the case of
a quick scan: short, brief and clear. In the case of
a comprehensive inspection you receive a
complete fire safety report, including drawings,
photos, repair works and costs.

• Flash-over calculation: we investigate the risks of
flash-over between fire compartments and provide
advice on fire barriers.

WHAT COULD SGS OFFER YOU?
• Fire safety inspection: via an extensive inspection

we delve deep into the building. We identify the 
shortcomings and suggest practical solutions to 
return it to compliance with the regulations. You 
receive a complete fire safety report, including 
drawings, photos, repair works and costs.

• Tender process: you want the best contractor for 
the work required. We look after the tendering 
process, assess the bids and give you advice 
on awarding the contract, so that the areas for 
improvement can be tackled quickly.
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DEVELOPMENT PHASE
A structural drawing of a brand new building… This must of course comply fully with the fire safety
requirements with regard to the current building regulations. How do you ensure development with the
highest degree of fire safety?

CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION PHASE
During construction or renovation, how do you ensure that the building complies with fire safety
requirements in reality and not just on paper?

USAGE PHASE
A building must comply with the fire safety requirements of the building and user permit. Has the use of 
the building changed? Or have fire safety contraventions been noted by the fire service or local authorities 
during an inspection? Specific measures are required to bring the building back into compliance with  
the requirements. 

SALES PHASE 
Do you want to buy or sell a building? In both cases, you want to know what the technical state of 
the building is, and therefore also how fire safe it is. And what the possible costs will be for making 
adaptations. This provides you a stronger position in negotiations.




